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The minimization of nanoscale roughness in patterned images has become a priority for the process
of photolithography in the production of microprocessors. In order to probe the molecular basis for
surface roughness, the development of photoresist has been simulated through application of the
critical-ionization model to a three-dimensional molecular lattice representation of the polymer
matrix. The model was adapted to describe chemically amplified photoresists of the sort now
commonly used in microlithography. Simulations of the dependence of the dissolution rate and
surface roughness on the degree of polymerization, polydispersity, and fractional deprotection agree
with experimental results. Changes in surface roughness are shown to correlate with the length of
the experimentally observed induction period. Model predictions for the effect of void fraction and
developer concentration on roughness are also presented. Observations of differences in the effect
of developer concentration on top-surface and sidewall roughness are explained by a critical
development time predicted by the simulation. ©1999 American Vacuum Society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tremendous gain in computational speed and sto
capacity afforded by miniaturization of the integrated circ
impels the semiconductor industry forward in its quest
smaller device features. The demands placed on microlith
raphy grow more arduous with each new generation of
croprocessors. The minimization of roughness associ
with the surface and edges of photoresist images now st
as one of the challenges to continued advances in li
graphic technology.

The problems of top-surface and line-edge roughn
have drawn a considerable amount of attention within
last year, and several recent atomic force microscopy~AFM!
studies have yielded notable insights into the process de
dency of photoresist roughness. He and Cerrina1 have stud-
ied the relationship between surface roughness and expo
dose over a range of postexposure bake times for a posi
tone chemically amplified photoresist. Their results indic
that systems having the same overall average degre
deprotection, but different process histories, exhibit sim
surface morphologies, but different degrees of roughn
Reynolds and Taylor2–4 have explored the responses of to
surface and sidewall roughness for chemically amplifi
photoresists to a variety of processing parameters, includ
exposure dose and developer concentration. They find
higher exposure doses and lower developer concentra
lead to decreased surface roughness, but their measurem
of sidewall roughness show no correlation with their surfa
roughness results and reveal a negligible dependence of
wall roughness on either exposure dose or developer con
tration. Yoshimuraet al.5 have characterized the effects
the polymer structure and molecular weight distribution

a!Present address: The University of Texas at Austin.
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edge roughness. They show that a photoresist based
cresol novolac exhibits a rougher surface than one base
polyvinylphenol and attribute this difference in roughness
the greater structural rigidity of cresol novolac that resu
from the presence of aromatic rings in the backbone of
polymer. They observe that polymers having lower mole
lar weight and lower polydispersity produce less roughne

The need for robust lithographic simulators that c
model and predict the generation of roughness during ph
resist development grows imperative. Most of the ear
simulations of photoresist development do not adequa
describe surface roughness because they considered the
toresist a uniform structure. Guerrieri and Neureuther6 have
studied the time evolution of the development etch front
ing a simplified material crack model in which developme
proceeds faster along highly exposed filaments~cracks! than
through the background matrix, and they have found that
surface roughness increases with crack length. Trefonas7 al-
ludes to the production of top-surface roughness during
molecular cell-based simulations of percolational devel
ment. Scheckleret al.8 have used an even more advanc
molecular-scale photoresist development simulation in wh
a realistic polymer chain length distribution is represented
demonstrate excellent agreement between their model
AFM measurements for the dose dependence of sur
roughness. These studies have made significant adva
ments in the simulation of roughness in photoresist deve
ment, yet they still rely heavily on empirical data for th
dependence of the dissolution rate on such fundame
quantities as molecular weight and degree of deprotectio

Our simulations represent the polymer matrix as a thr
dimensional rectangular lattice in which each lattice cell c
responds exactly to a polymer repeat unit. The lattice c
are strung together to form polymer chains via random wa
as described previously.9 The dissolution of these chains
governed by the critical-ionization model,10 which proposes
137117 „4…/1371/9/$15.00 ©1999 American Vacuum Society
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1372 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1372
that a critical fraction of segments on a chain must be in
ionized state in order for the chain to dissolve. The latt
model has been adapted to represent a chemically amp
photoresist system in which each cell begins as eithe
chemically protected~blocked! group or a chemically depro
tected~unblocked! group. In a previous paper, we present
simulations of photoresist dissolution on a two-dimensio
~2D! grid.9 Because percolation models have demonstrate
dependence on the dimensionality of the system,6,7 we have
extended the moving front from a line to a surface, wh
begins parallel to the substrate. Adding the third dimens
alters the quantitative results, but not the qualitative beh
ior, of our system. The third dimension~3D! allows a greater
number of possible chain conformations and a greater n
ber of cell faces that may be exposed to developer~six in-
stead of four!.

The simulations described in this article allow polym
blends so that we can study the effects of polydispersity.
initial void fraction, which can represent either the inhere
polymer free volume or residual casting solvent, is a
specified. The molecular-level model correctly predi
trends in the responses of the dissolution rate and rough
to changes in the degree of polymerization, polydispers
degree of deprotection, polymer free volume, residual c
ing solvent, and development time.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A three-dimensional lattice of cubic cells is used to re
resent the polymer matrix. The number of cells in each
thogonal direction is 73. Each lattice cell, having sides of
nm in length, corresponds exactly to a single repeating
of a polymer chain and may have one of the following stat
blocked, unblocked, ionized, developed, or void. The init
degree of blocking, specified by the user, is designatedf b0.
For a blanket~uniform! exposure, the value off b0 represents
the average degree of blocking present in the entire latt
For a patterned photoresist image,f b0 represents the averag
degree of blocking prior to exposure; the spatial variation
blocking, f b(x,y,z), prior to dissolution is the product off b0

and p(x,y,z), a function with values between 0 and 1. T
functionp(x,y,z) describes the relative amount of protecti
remaining after exposure and the postexposure bake an
supplied by FINLE Technology’s PROLITH, one of sever
commercially available lithographic simulators. The initi
void fraction, also specified by the user, is designatedf v .
The void fraction can represent either the polymer’s inher
free volume or residual casting solvent. A flowchart descr
ing the steps in the molecular model simulation is shown
Fig. 1.

Prior to development, a fractionf v of the cells are se-
lected at random to be void. Each of the remaining cells
designated randomly as either blocked or unblocked, wh
the probability of being blocked is given byf b /(12 f v). This
expression for the probability of being blocked ensures t
the average local concentration of blocked sites is prese
through the random selection process. The accuracy of
discrete representation of the continuous functionf b(x,y,z)
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 17, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1999
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is checked by examining the average amount of block
over an area and comparing this against the scalar-field v
supplied.~The number of cells used in the average is cho
so that their combined volume is the same as the cell
volume in the PROLITH blocking profile.! As in our 2D
simulations,9 statistical variation is introduced through th
transformation of the continuous polymer matrix into a m
lecular grid. However, such roughness is expected from
statistical variation in the energy that is deposited into
photoresist during exposure.11

The simulation requires having polymer chains on t
grid. The user specifies values (DPi) for the degree of poly-
merization and the fraction of chains (f DPi) that are supposed
to have each degree of polymerization. To form these cha
the cells are strung together12 via random walks, which are
begun in randomly chosen blocked or unblocked cells t
have not already been used in the formation of other cha
The number of steps taken in each walk equals one of
nominal degrees of polymerization specified by the use
the input file. The fraction of walks with DPi steps is given
by f DPi . The random walks avoid the cells designated
void ~or filled with solvent!, but more than one chain ma
share any given blocked or unblocked cell~Fig. 2!. A cell
may be counted as belonging to any single chain only on
thus, there are no repeated cells within any given chain. T
precaution leads to a distribution of actual chain lengths. T
formation of chains continues until all blocked or unblock
cells have become a part of at least one chain. If only o
degree of polymerization is specified, the random walk p
cess produces a Gaussian distribution of actual chain len

FIG. 1. Flowchart for the three-dimensional molecular simulation.
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1373 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1373
@Fig. 3~a!#. The chain length distribution for 2D is show
also for comparison. The additional third dimension narro
the chain length distribution and shifts it towards grea
chain lengths~which will presently be explained!. If two
degrees of polymerization are specified, a bimodal distri
tion results @Fig. 3~b!#, where the distribution about eac
mode is Gaussian.

FIG. 2. Distribution in the number of chains that share a cell as a functio
the specified degree of polymerization.

FIG. 3. ~a! Polymer chain length distributions produced through the rand
walk process when a nominal~maximum! chain length of 30 is specified fo
3D and 2D simulations.~b! Two polymer chain length distributions havin
the same average degree of polymerization~15.5! but different polydisper-
sity ~DP520 for the single-mode distribution; DP1510, DP2540, and
f DP150.6589 for the bimodal distribution!.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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The average~or mean! degree of polymerization is easil
obtained from the chain length distribution. In Fig. 4, th
average degree of polymerization is plotted versus the m
mum degree of polymerization, which is identically equal
the specified number of steps to be taken in the formation
each chain. The corresponding plot for two dimensions
also shown. The range of chain lengths that is shown h
10–50 repeat units, is representative of the oligomeric, p
nolic polymers used to formulate photoresists. Note that
process produces a linear relationship between the ave
and maximum degrees of polymerization. The third dime
sion increases the average degree of polymerization bec
the extra degree of freedom in the third dimension redu
the average number of redundant steps taken during the
dom walks and increases the probability for a growing ch
to encounter an available cell. The random walk process p
duces a polymer size distribution that is uniform througho
most of the film, but that has slightly smaller values towar
the ends~Fig. 5!.

The mean-squared radius of gyration,^Rg
2&, and mean-

squared end-to-end distance,^R2&, are common measures fo
the polymer chain length. Calculated values for^Rg

2& and
^R2& from our simulations, shown in Fig. 6, exhibit the line
dependence on the degree of polymerization expected
dense polymer networks.13 The ratio^R2&/^Rg

2& ~Table I! is
close to the theoretical value of 6.13

f
FIG. 4. Relationship between the maximum degree of polymerization~DP!
and the average degree of polymerization~x! from the random walk process
Note that ther 2 values are the squares of the linear correlation coefficie
for the least-squares linear regression of the data.

FIG. 5. Variation in the average degree of polymerization with depth into
film.
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1374 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1374
Once polymer chains have completely filled the grid, t
simulator begins the process of ionization. All cells on t
top layer of the lattice are always exposed to developer. I
ization is possible for all top-layer cells that are in the u
blocked state, and any top-layer cells that are in the v
state automatically fill with developer. Unblocked cells th
are adjacent to developed cells may also undergo ioniza
Whether ionization actually occurs depends on the proba
ity of ionization (f i), a factor specified by the user that d
pends on the concentration of the developer and the pKa of
the resin.14,15

TABLE I. Ratio of mean-squared end-to-end distance to mean-squared r
of gyration as a function of maximum degree of polymerization.

DP ^R2&/^Rg
2&

10 5.36
15 5.46
20 5.50
25 5.53
30 5.60
35 5.58
40 5.61
45 5.58
50 5.64

FIG. 6. Measures of polymer chain length as a function of the aver
degree of polymerization~x!: ~a! mean-squared radius of gyration,^Rg

2&, and
~b! mean-squared end-to-end distance,^R2&. Note that ther 2 values are the
squares of the linear correlation coefficients for the least-squares linea
gression of the data.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 17, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1999
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After the ionization step, each chain is examined to se
it has the requisite fraction of ionized sites for dissoluti
( f c). At the end of this accounting, all chains meeting t
solubility criterion are dissolved~erased!. If a cell is shared
by at least one other chain, it remains in its current st
~blocked or unblocked!; otherwise, the cell is counted as d
veloped. The cycle of ionization followed by dissolutio
continues until the time specified by the user has elaps
The time (tc) that each cycle represents is given by

tc5
dz

Rmax
~R8/Rmax!. ~1!

Heredz is the cell height,Rmax is the experimental dissolu
tion rate observed under complete exposure, andR8/Rmax is
a correction factor added to ensure that the rate calculate
the simulator whenf b050 is Rmax. ~For an ideal monomer
system withf b050 and f i51, R8/Rmax51 because one en
tire layer dissolves during each ionization/dissolution cyc
R8/Rmax is a measure of the deviation from this ideality!
Figure 7 shows howR8/Rmax varies with the critical degree
of ionization and average degree of polymerization. A d
tailed description ofR8/Rmax is given elsewhere.9

The spatial average and the standard deviation of
thickness of remaining photoresist are computed during
simulation. The surface roughness is defined throughout
article as the standard deviation in the spatial variation of
photoresist thickness. Results for surface roughness,r, and
remaining thickness,u, versus time,t, are presented as ave
ages from multiple simulations using different seeds for
random number generator that fills the lattice. The purp
of running multiple simulations is to sample a larger su
space of the total ensemble of possible spatial configurati
and standard deviations of the results are provided to s
reproducibility. Dimensionless variables are used where
possible. Lengths are scaled by the cell height~dz!, and time
is scaled by the time per ionization/dissolution cycle@Eq.
~1!#.

ius

e

re-

FIG. 7. Correction factor by which the time step must be multiplied in ord
to obtain the specifiedRmax when f b050, f v50, and f i50.5.
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1375 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1375
III. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Effect of the degree of polymerization

In Fig. 8, the remaining thickness of a fully deprotect
polymer is plotted versus development time for seve
nominal degrees of polymerization. The model predicts t
the dissolution rate decreases with increasing degree of
lymerization. Many experimental studies confirm th
result.16–20The instantaneous dissolution rate is given by
negative of the slope from a plot of thickness versus ti
~2du/dt, whereu 5 thickness andt 5 time!. The instanta-
neous rate is constant over most of the course of dissolu
but interesting deviations indu/dt occur at the start and en
of the process. The time that the system takes to achie
constant dissolution rate is called the induction period. T
phenomenon, which is observed experimentally, appe
‘‘naturally’’ in the simulation. Because the instantaneo
rate is smaller at both the top and bottom surfaces of the fi
surface rate inhibition is said to occur at both interfac
Dissolution rates are customarily defined as the insta
neous rate when half of the initial film thickness remain
This arbitrary definition minimizes the effect of surface i
hibition, and is adopted for the purposes of this article.

From Fig. 8, it is apparent that surface rate inhibiti
becomes more pronounced as the degree of polymeriza
increases. All of these systems display an induction per
but the length of the induction period increases faster tha
linear dependence on the degree of polymerization wo
predict. The surface rate inhibition at the bottom film surfa
also grows with the degree of polymerization, but the dep
dence is not as steep at the bottom as it is at the top.

The variation in average thickness across simulations~not
shown! increases until developer reaches the region wh
bottom-surface rate inhibition occurs, and the most rapid
crease occurs during the top-surface induction period.
results indicate that the variation among runs rises sign
cantly with an increase in the degree of polymerization.

Surface roughness as a function of development time
degree of polymerization is plotted in Fig. 9 for the syste
described in Fig. 8. In agreement with the experimental
sults of Yoshimuraet al.,5 the simulation results show tha

FIG. 8. Effect of the nominal degree of polymerization, DP, on a dimensi
less plot of the average thickness of polymer film remaining,u, vs time, t
( f c50.4, f b050, f v50, f i50.5!. Each curve is the result of averagin
seven simulations.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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surface roughness increases with increasing degrees of p
merization. For all degrees of polymerization, the same g
eral behavior is observed: roughness rises sharply at fi
reaches a plateau with a general slight incline, spikes,
then rapidly falls. This trend is compatible with AFM mea
surements that we have taken for the time evolution of s
face roughness~Table II!. Variation in surface roughnes
across multiple simulations~not shown! increases with de-
gree of polymerization, and a spike occurs at the same lo
tion as the spike in surface roughness. A comparison
tween Figs. 8 and 9 reveals that the initial, sharp rise
roughness corresponds exactly to the induction period of
dissolution rate and that the final spike in roughness occ
where bottom-surface rate inhibition begins.

The correspondence between surface rate inhibition
surface roughness in our simulations helps to explain
surface rate inhibition phenomenon. An increase in rou
ness, by definition, occurs when the surface area expose
developer increases. When dissolution begins, the film
face is flat, and the area exposed to developer is the sma
it will be during the entire process. As chains dissolve aw
a greater surface area is exposed, which leads to increas
the surface roughness and the instantaneous dissolution
The amount of surface area that may be exposed at any
reaches a nearly constant value, after which point the ins
taneous dissolution rate and surface roughness stay relat
constant. When developer finally reaches the bottom of
film, the surface area in contact with developer decrea
rapidly, and both the surface roughness and dissolution

TABLE II. Surface roughness as a function of development timea ~rms5root
mean square!.

Development
time ~s!

Thickness
remaining~nm!

rms
roughness~nm!

0 1089 0.3
25 999 3.8
50 807 3.8

aPolymer:m-cresol novolac, cast with PGMEA at 3000 rpm for 30 s, bak
at 120 °C for 120 s, developed with 0.182N TMAH for the time indicate
rinsed with distilled water, and blown dry with nitrogen. The surface roug
ness was calculated from AFM images taken on a Park Scientific Ins
ments Autoprobe.

-FIG. 9. Effect of the nominal degree of polymerization, DP, on a dimensi
less plot of roughness,r, vs time,t ( f c50.4, f b050, f v50, f i50.5!. Each
curve is the result of averaging seven simulations.
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1376 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1376
decline. Thus, both the induction period and bottom-surf
rate inhibition arise from rapid changes in surface roughn
Similar arguments have been used to explain surface
inhibition in percolation models.7

B. Effect of polydispersity

In Fig. 3~b!, a single-mode and a bimodal polymer cha
length distribution, which have the same average degre
polymerization but different polydispersity, are compare
The single-mode distribution has a narrower chain len
distribution and a lower polydispersity (Mw /Mn51.02! than
the bimodal distribution (Mw /Mn51.45!.

Experimental efforts to determine the effect of polyd
persity on the dissolution rate have led to conflicting resu
Tsiartaset al.1 measured the dissolution rates of blends
fractionated novolacs and found that the dissolution rate
the novolac blends decreased with increasing polydisper
A similar study by Barclayet al.2 concluded that increasin
the polydispersity of~higher molecular weight! poly~hy-
droxystyrene! leads to higher dissolution rates. Figure 10 d
picts the predictions from our simulations for the dissoluti
rate of the chain distributions shown in Fig. 3~b!. According
to our model, the lower-polydispersity polymer dissolv
faster than the polymer blend, which has a wider molecu
weight distribution. In agreement with the conclusions
Tsiartaset al., the simulations suggest that higher molecul
weight fractions have a disproportionately large influence
the overall dissolution rate.

Figure 11 shows how surface roughness develops in th
two systems. In agreement with the experimental result
Yoshimuraet al.,5 the higher-polydispersity sample achiev
a greater degree of surface roughness. The time that the
tem requires for the degree of surface roughness to l
increases with polydispersity and corresponds to the ind
tion period in Fig. 10. Thus, increasing the polydispers
enhances the effect of surface rate inhibition. Those w
formulate resists have recognized this phenomenon for s
time, but there has been no satisfying explanation for
observation.

FIG. 10. Effect of polydispersity,Mw /Mn , on a dimensionless plot of the
average thickness of polymer film remaining,u, vs time, t ( f c50.4, f b0

50.1, f v50, f i50.5). The polymer chain length distribution for each cur
is shown in Fig. 3. Each curve is the result of averaging seven simulati
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 17, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1999
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C. Effect of the degree of deprotection

The time evolution of surface roughness as a function
the degree of blocking,f b0, is depicted in Fig. 12. The simu
lations predict that roughness should increase with the
gree of blocking as long as the film is able to clear. T
dissolution rate decreases with increasing degrees of bl
ing. After a critical degree of blocking is exceeded~e.g.,
f b050.23 for DP510!, the film cannot completely clear, an
a measure of roughness remains even after the film s
developing. For a completely protected system~i.e., f b051!,
none of the film clears, and no surface roughness devel
Thus, surface roughness begins at zero, passes throu
maximum, and returns to zero as the fractional deprotec
is varied from 0 to 1. This point is illustrated by Fig. 13
where the predictions of our model for roughness as a fu
tion of deprotection at a set development time are compa
to the experimental data of He and Cerrina.1 The relationship
between exposure dose and fractional deprotection has
quantified previously.21 Figure 14 demonstrates that ve
little clearing occurs at low doses~or at high degrees o
blocking! in both simulation and experiment.

s.

FIG. 11. Effect of polydispersity,Mw /Mn , on a dimensionless plot o
roughness,r, vs time, t ( f c50.4, f b050.1, f v50, f i50.5!. The polymer
chain length distribution for each curve is shown in Fig. 3. Each curve is
result of averaging seven simulations.

FIG. 12. Effect of the degree of blocking,f b0, on a dimensionless plot o
roughness,r, vs time,t ( f c50.4, DP510, f v50, f i50.5!. Each curve is the
result of averaging seven simulations.
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1377 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1377
D. Effect of the void fraction

The simulations described in this article allow a portion
the polymer matrix to be set aside as void space. The sp
fied initial void fraction, f v , may represent either free vo
ume or residual casting solvent. Void cells automatica
convert to developed cells whenever one of their neighbo
cells develops.

In Fig. 15 the effect of void space in the polymer matr
on surface roughness is considered.@For reference, the free
volume for polymers at the glass transition temperature
0.025 according to the Williams–Landel–Ferry~WLF!
equation.22# Increasing the initial void fraction causes th
development rate to increase and the surface roughne
decrease. The standard deviation in surface roughness a
multiple simulations~not shown! decreases as the initial voi
fraction increases.

E. Effect of the developer concentration

In Reynolds and Taylor’s initial AFM examination of th
effect of developer concentration on roughness,2 the surface
roughness of the unexposed portion of a chemically am

FIG. 13. Comparison of~a! our simulation predictions to~b! experimental
results of He and Cerrina~Ref. 1! for the effect of deprotection on surfac
roughness for a fixed development time. Simulation conditions:f c50.4,
DP510, f v50, f i50.5, t/tc560.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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fied resist was measured following a development time lo
enough for complete etching of the exposed portion of
photoresist. In later studies,3,4 the same investigators exam
ined the effect of developer concentration on roughness
function of development time. Under both the earlier a
later sets of conditions, surface roughness was observe

FIG. 14. Comparison of~a! our simulation predictions to~b! experimental
results of He and Cerrina~Ref. 1! for the effect of deprotection on depth
cleared for a fixed development time. Simulation conditions:f c50.4, DP
510, f v50, f i50.5, t/tc560.

FIG. 15. Effect of void fraction,f v , on a dimensionless plot of roughness,r,
vs time, t ( f c50.4, DP540, f b050, f i50.5!. Each curve is the result o
averaging seven simulations.
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1378 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1378
increase with developer concentration, whereas the side
roughness appears to be independent of developer conce
tion.

For comparison, our simulation uses a partially block
matrix to portray the unexposed portion of the photores
The simulation parameter analogous to developer conce
tion is f i , which is the probability of ionization for a cell in
contact with developer. Greater values forf i correspond to
higher developer concentrations. In Fig. 16, the simula
predictions for roughness as a function of development t
and f i are compared to recent AFM measurements3 of rough-
ness as a function of development time and developer c
centration. Increasingf i causes the roughness in the simu
tions @Fig. 16~a!# to develop at a faster rate, but roughne
eventually reaches an asymptotic value that is independe
f i . If development is interrupted before a critical time h
elapsed, surface roughness in the simulations appears t
crease with increasing developer concentration. If the sur
roughness measurements are taken after the critical time,
face roughness in the simulations appears to be indepen
of developer concentration. One would expect the criti
time to be less for a lower degree of blocking. Sidew
roughness may demonstrate the same behavior, and, i
the model would explain that sidewall roughness has b

FIG. 16. Comparison of~a! our simulation predictions to~b! experimental
results of Reynolds and Taylor~Refs. 2–4! for the effect of developer con
centration on roughness as a function of development time. Simulation
ditions: f c50.4, DP510, f b050.27, f v50. Each curve is the result of av
eraging seven simulations.
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observed to be independent of developer concentration2 be-
cause the development time has exceeded the critical
for the exposed portion of the photoresist.

Recent AFM measurements by Reynolds and Taylor4 sug-
gest that roughness increases sharply at first and reach
level roughness, but the final roughness appears greate
higher developer concentrations@Fig. 16~b!#. Whether these
experiments show that the developer concentration incre
the rate at which roughness develops remains uncertain.4 Our
model predicts that surface roughness, as a function of re
loss, is independent of developer concentration@Fig. 17~a!#.
A plot of the surface roughness data of Reynolds and Tay4

versus resist loss also produces a single curve that is i
pendent of developer concentration@Fig. 17~b!#. The results
of Fig. 17~b! help to explain Fig. 16: the differences in fina
resist roughness seen in Fig. 16~b! coincide with varying
degrees of resist loss. The dependence of surface rough
on developer concentration arises indirectly through the
fect of developer concentration on resist loss.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Photoresist development has been simulated as the
ecule by molecule removal of polymer chains from a thre

n-

FIG. 17. Comparison of~a! our simulation predictions to~b! experimental
results of Reynolds and Taylor~Refs. 2–4! for the effect of developer con-
centration on roughness as a function of resist loss. Simulation conditi
f c50.4, DP530, f b050, f v50. Each curve is the result of averaging sev
simulations.
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1379 Flanagin, Singh, and Willson: Surface roughness development 1379
dimensional cubic lattice with a critical-ionization fraction
the criterion for removal. Model predictions for the dissol
tion rate and surface roughness as a function of developm
time are presented. The model correctly predicts surface
inhibition, as evidenced by an induction period, and this p
nomenon is shown to correspond to a change in sur
roughness~a measure of the area of photoresist exposed
developer!. Surface roughness is generally inversely rela
to the dissolution rate. Polymers with a lower degree of
lymerization, narrower polydispersity, and greater void fra
tion are shown to produce less surface roughness. The m
predicts that, as the degree of blocking increases, sur
roughness passes through a maximum, and experime
studies confirm this prediction. Recent AFM measureme
have confirmed model predictions for the effect of develo
ment time on surface roughness. The model predicts
surface roughness develops faster with increasing devel
concentration and eventually reaches a maximum that is
dependent of developer concentration. These model pre
tions are used to explain differences that have been obse
in the responses of top-surface and sidewall roughnes
changes in developer concentration.
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